VCU STUDY FINDS HISTORIC PRESERVATION CONTRIBUTES TO VIRGINIA’S ECONOMY BY UPWARDS OF $3.9 BILLION
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—First study to assess economic impact of state and federal historic rehabilitation tax credits in Virginia—

— State tax credits drew reliable investment in rehabilitation-based construction during Great Recession, 2007-2009 study shows—

—Study offers analyses of tax credits’ economic impact in Virginia’s 11 “Metropolitan Statistical Areas”: Blacksburg-Christiansburg-Radford / Bristol / Charlottesville / Danville / Hampton Roads / Harrisonburg / Lynchburg / NOVA / Richmond / Roanoke / Winchester—

Note: See list at end of this release of contacts who have used tax credits in localities around the state.

RICHMOND – The rehabilitation, re-use and preservation of Virginia’s historic residential and commercial buildings is good for the commonwealth’s economy according to a study conducted by Virginia Commonwealth University (VCU). The benefits of bringing old buildings back to life ripples across the economy and through local communities to contribute an estimated $3.9 billion to the state’s economic health. Those rehabilitation expenses and their domino effect have also created more than 31,000 full and part-time jobs during a 17-year period and generated an estimated $133 million in state and local tax revenues.

These are among the findings of an economic impact study commissioned by Preservation Virginia, with support from the Virginia Department of Historic Resources and a grant from Mead Westvaco. The study uses data from 1997 to 2013 provided by the Virginia Department of Historic Resources, which administers the state and federal tax credit programs in Virginia.

During the 17-year period, nearly $1 billion in tax credits leveraged almost $3 billion in private investment, resulting in the rehabilitation of 2,375 buildings—ranging from warehouses, hotels, theaters and even part of a prison complex to private residences. Expenses of $3.97 billion for these rehabilitation projects serves as a catalyst on sectors of the economy to stimulate an additional estimated $3.9 billion in activity, adding to the state’s overall economic well being, according to the study.

“The cultural benefits of preservation and passing forward our historic legacies are well known,” said Elizabeth Kostelny, executive director of Preservation Virginia. “VCU’s study confirms that historic preservation also provides profound economic benefits, and it begins with the incentives provided by state and federal tax credits. This year marks the 125th anniversary of Preservation Virginia, the first state-wide preservation organization in the nation. We commissioned this study to raise awareness that economically historic preservation is a win-win
proposition for all Virginians, not just preservationists. The study is part of our year-long celebration that examines the role and contributions of historic preservation in the Commonwealth” she added.

Significantly, most of the rehabilitation projects completed during the years covered by the study would never have been undertaken without the incentives offered to developers and property owners through the state and federal tax credits, according to study authors John Accordino, Ph.D. and Fabrizio Fasulo, Ph.D., from the Center of Urban and Regional Development in VCU’s L. Douglas Wilder School of Government and Public Affairs.

The study also found that during what it calls the “Great Recession” from 2007 to 2009, the state’s historic rehabilitation tax credit—which allows a 25 percent credit on eligible expenses in a rehab project—reliably attracted private investment in rehabilitation projects that kept many carpenters, electricians, and other skilled trades people working, when very little new construction was under way. During those years, there was only “a moderate decline in historic rehabilitation activity,” according to the VCU report.

“In sum,” the VCU economists write, “the Virginia Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit Program and the Federal Historic Tax Credit Program, by reducing taxes for those who invest in historic rehabilitation, have made major contributions to the revitalization of Virginia’s cities and towns and to the Virginia economy overall.”

The upshot of the study confirms what previous reports have also concluded about the effectiveness of the state tax credit program, which officially got underway in 1997.

"The report echoes what a General Assembly investigation of the state tax credit program concluded in 2012,” said Julie Langan, acting director of the Virginia Department of Historic Resources. “Unlike some tax credit programs, the GA report found the state’s historic rehabilitation tax credit program stimulates historic rehabilitation and promotes the economic and social revitalization of Virginia’s rural towns and urban neighborhoods. It is a program that pays its way over time through economic development by way of jobs and investment,” she added.

The VCU study also offers a snapshot assessment of the state and federal programs based on interviews with the developers and investors, lenders, architects and tax credit consultants, accountants, planners and economic officers in local governments and others—typically involved rehabilitation projects. Through six focus group interviews conducted in Richmond, Roanoke and Winchester with professionals experienced in tax credit projects, the study identified characteristics of the programs that explain why they are effective in spurring from-the-street-up community revitalization.

Among the thematic topics interview participants discussed were---
the platform tax credits provide for public-private partnerships that attract professionals at all levels who are “passionate” about Virginia history and re-purposing historic buildings for modern uses;

the vital necessity of tax credits to engender partnerships that result in the rehabilitation of buildings and offset the hefty costs often involved, including hiring the required skilled trades and crafts people;

the effect a completed tax credit project can have in anchoring renewed interests in a declining neighborhood or downtown, drawing people back to an area to visit, shop or live, and to stimulate further reinvestment in the community through additional tax credit and non-tax credit rehabilitation projects;

the role re-purposed historic buildings serve in providing attractive spaces for new businesses, offices, or residential units that lead to new jobs and workspaces, furthering a community’s revitalization;

the “synergy” that arises when diverse professionals come together to pursue the complex process of rehabbing a historic building using tax credits;

The report also proposes ways in which the tax credits might be streamlined or extended to make them feasible for more property owners.


In 2012, the National Park Service (NPS) ranked Virginia third in the nation for total rehabilitation expenses of $262,214,996 in federal tax credit projects. NPS statistics for 2013 also show that Virginia had more proposed federal tax credit projects than any other state in the nation. Virginia consistently ranks high in the nation for the number of federal tax credit projects proposed and certified.
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